DISCOVER
ABOVE, BELOW & BEYOND

Adventures
Await

Discovery
expeditions by
Zodiac & kayak

Explore further than ever before with Scenic
Eclipse, travelling to some of the most remote
regions on the planet, where smaller passenger
numbers enable better access and our team of
discovery experts lead in-depth expeditions to
places previously unimaginable.

The highest standards of luxury, combined with
new levels of expedition discovery mean we’re
changing the way you experience the world,
in particular the polar regions.
Setting the benchmark for 6-star discovery,
our fleet of Zodiacs and kayaks enable us
to take you closer than ever before to
catch glimpses of whales in the Arctic
or parading penguins in their
Antarctic habitat.

In the Arctic and Antarctic regions, our 16
passionate Discovery Team members will lead
Scenic Discovery excursions by Zodiac and kayak,
as well as guided nature walks and lectures in
our on board theatre. While our two on board
helicopters^ and six-seat submarine^ allow us to
exceed the possibilities for expedition
cruising currently available.
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Designed to ensure the highest international safety
standards, Scenic Eclipse has a Polar Class 6
rating and uses custom-built stabilisers for safe
navigation through polar waters. And, GPS dynamic
positioning allows us to maintain our location
without dropping anchor onto sensitive sea beds.

Our state-of-the-art helicopters^
hold six guests and, as one of the
quietest in the skies, sets the
standard for tourism operations
worldwide. Both feature Bose®
noise cancelling headsets,
custom-designed leather seats, air
conditioning and cameras on board,
to provide high quality footage of
your flight when you return. Imagine
flying over remote fjords, glaciers or
archaeological wonders, witnessing
them from a whole new perspective.

U-Boat Worx Cruise
Submarine 7

Scenic is a proud member of the International
Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO)
and the Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise
Operators (AECO). As a member, operations in
these sensitive environments will be carried out to
these strict environmental standards.

Follow this link to explore Scenic Eclipse
@ scenic.co.uk/discovery

Airbus H-130-T2
helicopters
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Our on board submarine, Scenic
Neptune^, offers seating for up to
six guests and is capable of diving
up to 300 metres beneath the
ocean’s surface. Custom-built for
optimal sightseeing, passengers
will share uninterrupted views
through ultra-clear acrylic spheres
from their 280-degree rotating
seats, mounted on a revolving
platform. Delve into the cold waters
of the Arctic or the warm Caribbean
to catch a glimpse of the
captivating marine life.

Zodiac excursion, Svalbard
A Scenic Neptune
B Wildlife encounters

Cover image: Scenic Neptune
^Subject to regulatory approval and additional cost
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Discovery Team
From historians, geologists and
marine biologists, to archaeologists and
photographers, we’ve sought out the top
experts in their field who will provide you with
unrivalled insight and further enhance
your expedition experience.
Some of the most fascinating people on the
planet, they’ll safely guide you through unique
terrain, where every experience is different to the
next. Our on board helicopters^, submarine^ and
fleet of exploratory Zodiacs and kayaks will get
you closer to nature's wonders, while
snorkelling excursions reveal a whole
new underwater horizon.
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Scenic Eclipse
Discovery Centre
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Our Discovery program is the
backbone of our voyages offered in
Antarctica, the Arctic, Central and
South America, so we’ve exclusively
designed the perfect place to begin
and end an exhilarating excursion
with your Discovery Team.
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Scenic Eclipse’s Discovery Centre
allows you to change into and out of
your specialised clothing with ease,
no matter the weather conditions.
In polar destinations, you’ll receive
a complimentary custom-designed
parka with separate inner and outer
layers, a refillable water bottle and
use of special boots designed for
these regions. Shake off any excess
mud, hang up damp coats to dry and
get cosy quickly, in absolute luxury.
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Discovery Team
The Discovery Centre
Scenic Neptune, Greenland
Discovery Team Leader

Request your FREE brochure | Call 0808 291 5656 | Visit sceniceclipse.com

